
MICRO AND MACRO ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS OF DISNEYLAND

The micro-environment concerns the internal factors affecting The Walt Disney Company whereas the
macro-environment concerns the external factors that can .

The threat of substitutes is rather high for the whole industry as there are a lot of other activities a family can
do in their free-time like visiting museums, go hiking in National Parks, going to cinemas or making vacations
abroad. Economical factor: SAURAV, France encountered 5 different recessions between and , the most
recent one was at the end of , which explains the decrease in revenue. The macro-environment factors can
impact the Porter Five Forces that shape strategy and competitive landscape. National Endowment for the
Humanities. For instance, there are numerous country parks like water parks that may also be considered as
cheaper or more valuable competition for Disney. SWOT Analysis of Walt Disney Company There are four
things an organization should consider and analyze during various stages throughout the fiscal year that are
crucial to keeping up with the competition and giving a relatively accurate perspective on positioning. For
example, American regulations and European regulations in the mass media and entertainment industries are
among the strategic influences considered in this external analysis. The threat of new entrants is also very low
as the entry barriers are very high due to immense capital requirements. As japan possessed a great desire for
Western cultural and do love of fantasy and costume that main tourists of the theme park will be the local
residents of Japan in reality. This protection provides the strategic opportunity to enhance customer
satisfaction, which is a success metric in managing the global business. However, various factors can present
either threats or opportunities which require to adapt the marketing accordingly. The trend towards
globalization is not immune to the entertainment business and The Walt Disney Company is revealing this by
expanding outside of the United States and offering theme parks in France, Japan and China. Strengths Walt
Disney Company is rolling out established and popular brand name and image over a long time in the
entertainment industry, which has long history and tradition that can aid traditional values Datamonitor,  Apart
from this, there are losing money based on the revenue and bills that shown at the bellowing HKDL, 
Although Disney learned lessons and tried to avoid the same mistakes of cultural differences, the management
has only focused on risk patterns rather than appraisal and learning about potential chance and risk. The
extreme urbanization trend represents another challenge: as urban consumers have more disposable income
but also more opportunities to spend it and to entertain themselves, the parks and especially their marketing
departments have to find ways to attract also those people. Since decreasing revenues and strong degreasing
operating income - no profitable unit Opportunities The markets of today are becoming more versatile to
outsourcing and globalization. That is going to analysis and recognizes the strengths and weaknesses are
internal reflections, whereas the opportunities and threats are external reflections. Worldwide, amusement
parks he U. Context AnalysisThis will go on to analysis the marketing environment that consists of
micro-environment and macro-environment. Also, this external analysis considers better legal protection for
consumer rights. The critical success factors in managing a global marketing strategyBusiness consultants thus
contend that the key to successful international marketing for any business-whether a multinational
corporation or a small entrepreneurial venture-is the ability to adapt, manage, and coordinate an intelligent
plan in an unfamiliar and sometimes unstable foreign environment. Business managers must consider external
factors as potential opportunities or threats that influence fiscal performance. That successful reason is not
only rely on -manage no cultural crash that can. Finally, the rivalry within the industry is intense as customers
have low switching costs. As with any business a main aspect of the threat analysis is the competition.


